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Lady Gaga has stepped in to replace the preg-
nant Beyonce at Coachella, ensuring that the
premier music festival has a woman headliner

for the first time in a decade. Coachella, one of the
most lucrative music events in the world, late
Tuesday posted an updated lineup with Lady Gaga
now the headliner on April 15 and April 22. "Let's
party in the desert," Lady Gaga, who will offer a
glimpse of her upcoming world tour, wrote on
Instagram as she shared Coachella's new poster.
Coachella takes place over two consecutive week-
ends with identical lineups in the desert of south-
ern California, where up to 200,000 people flock
each year for an extravaganza of music, fashion
and partying.

Beyonce had been due to headline Coachella
each Saturday alongside British experimental rock-
ers Radiohead on Fridays and acclaimed rapper
Kendrick Lamar on Sundays. But Coachella last
week said Beyonce had been obliged to cancel on
doctors' orders as she is expecting twins with her
husband, rap mogul Jay Z. Coachella would have
been the sole concert this year by Beyonce and
ticket resale prices for the sold-out festival had
slumped immediately after her cancellation. While
Beyonce has been increasingly experimental in the
past year, Lady Gaga-famous for her attention-
grabbing outfits-turned to a more classic pop
sound on her latest album "Joanne."

Lady Gaga put on a well-received, acrobatic-

intense performance in February during halftime
of the Super Bowl-the most widely watched televi-
sion event each year in the United States. A week
later she took an entirely new approach as she
transformed into a metalhead at the Grammy
Awards for a performance with Metallica. Lady
Gaga is set to start a world tour on August 1 in
Vancouver, with dates scheduled across North
America and Europe through the end of the year.
Coachella has not had a woman as one of the
nights' headliners since Icelandic pop diva Bjork in
2007. — AFP

Lady Gaga steps in for pregnant Beyonce at Coachella

Lady Gaga performs with Metallica onstage during the 59th Annual Grammy music
Awards on February  in Los Angeles, California. — AFP    

Russian punk provocateurs Pussy Riot are
branching into theater to tell their story as
they headline a New York festival that

explores women's empowerment. Spring
Revolution, which opened yesterday at Brooklyn's
year-and-a-half-old experimental music hub
National Sawdust, will also feature a jazz interpreta-
tion of Argentina's celebrated protest singer
Mercedes Sosa. Pussy Riot became an irritant to
President Vladimir Putin and an international cause
celebre when the female rockers performed a noisy
"punk prayer" on the altar of a Moscow church near
the Kremlin in 2012.

Maria Alyokhina, who was imprisoned along
with fellow key member Nadezhda Tolokonnikova,
has turned the Pussy Riot experience into an auto-
biographical theatrical work entitled "Revolution."
The piece, which will take the stage at National
Sawdust on March 17 after stops on the US West
Coast, combines video footage and features
Alyokhina herself among performers who include
fellow Russian punk act Asian Women on the
Telephone.

The composer Paola Prestini, who is National
Sawdust's executive and creative director, said the
venue had been open to any sort of performance
by Pussy Riot and found the turn to theater "really
exciting." "It seems like a natural evolution for an
artist who deals with highly political themes," she
said. A new work by Prestini for cello and electron-
ics will premiere as part of the festival on March 5
alongside works of Philip Glass and John Zorn, two
leading composers who serve as artistic advisors to
National Sawdust. 

The Spring Revolution festival, which runs
throughout the month, focuses on the empower-
ment of women as well as cultural exchanges more
broadly and coincides with International Women's
Day on March 8. Taking place a month into the

presidency of Donald Trump, Prestini said the festi-
val was inevitably "deeply reflective of the time
we're living in." The festival opens Wednesday as
avant-garde cellist Amanda Gookin performs seven
commissioned works that take up issues that affect
women or girls.

New take on protest singer 
Magos Herrera, one of Mexico's leading jazz

singers, will on Thursday lead a tribute to Sosa, the
Argentinian folk artist revered by much of Latin
America's left. Sosa, who died in 2009, went into
exile after rattling the military junta that ruled
Argentina from 1976 to 1983. "Everything that she
represents gives a nostalgia for what Latin America
aimed for in those days," Herrera told AFP. "We are
definitely in a different moment in history today
but still the values of her singing were so strong
and so meaningful that they still resonate with us,
especially these days," said Herrera, who has been
active in UN campaigns for women's equality.

While Sosa was foremost known as a protest
singer, Herrera noted that one of her signature
songs, "Gracias a la Vida" ("Thank You to Life"), cele-
brates more than just a political cause. The show
will also feature Pedro Aznar, a prominent
Argentinian rocker who had recorded with Sosa, as
well as the Venezuelan jazz pianist Edward Simon.
"There have been many tributes to Mercedes Sosa
but I wanted to give a perspective from the jazz
field with someone who could understand emo-
tionally what Mercedes Sosa represents," Herrera
said. The festival, in its second season, will also look
at the meaning of spring with a celebration of
Nowruz, the Persian New Year which coincides with
the equinox. — AFP

Chance the Rapper added
to Essence Festival

Chance the Rapper is bringing his
Grammy-winning music to the
Essence Festival. The rapper won three

trophies at this year's Grammy Awards
including best new artist. He is the latest
performer to join the annual music event as
a headliner. Others that were previously
announced include Diana Ross, John Legend
and Mary J Blige. Also yesterday, Essence
said that there will be a No Limit reunion of
sorts as Mystikal, Mia X and Silkk will join
Master P, who already was announced. The
New Orleans unit was making hits in the
1990s and early 2000s. Other added per-
formers include Elle Varner, BJ the Chicago
Kid and Emily Estefan. The Essence Festival
will  be held June 30 to July 2 in New
Orleans.--

Violence pulsates in Shinya
Tsukamoto's early films, driving sto-
ries into nightmarish fantasies like

in the award-winning 1989 "Tetsuo,"
which ridicules middle-class conformity
with a man-becomes-machine metamor-
phosis. His more recent works still depict
violence, though the Japanese director
says the nature of the violence has
changed - from whimsical "cyberpunk"
horror to horrifying reality. That's why he
identified so closely with Martin
Scorsese's grueling epic, "Silence," which
portrays the persecution of Christians in
samurai-era Japan. Tsukamoto plays
Mokichi, a poor villager and martyr. "In
any era, regular people are kept down
with violence. There is such sadness about
why violence is perpetually involved,"
Tsukamoto said in an interview with The
Associated Press at a Tokyo hotel. "This
same theme came at the same time."

Tsukamoto, 57, is a prolific actor as
well as director, with a cameo as a scien-
tist in the latest Japanese Godzilla film. He
went to an audition for "Silence," not
counting on landing a role but hoping to
get close to a director he has admired
since he was a teenager. He has watched
"Taxi Driver" dozens of times, and finds
something new each time. He was sur-
prised and flattered when Scorsese recog-
nized him right away and told him he
admired Tsukamoto's films. In the audi-
tion, a dialogue scene, Scorsese played
the part of the missionary to his Mokichi.
I t was so natural,  easy and per fect,
Tsukamoto recalled happily.

The film, which had an Oscar nomina-
tion for the cinematography by Rodrigo
Prieto, is based on a novel by Shusaku
Endo, inspired by the true history of tor-
ture used by the shogunate on European
missionaries and their Japanese follow-
ers, purposely to degrade and discredit
them. Mokichi, a forlorn and ragged fig-
ure of angelic purity, dies a grisly but glo-
rious martyr's death drowning on a cross
as the waves engulf his rail-thin body,
again and again. Some scenes of the cru-
cifixion were shot on a beach, but close-
ups of the drowning were shot in a pool
with computer graphics for the land-
scape, and it required near-drowning
exertion by Tsukamoto.

Grotesque tale
He was impressed with the uncompro-

mising scale and artistic grandeur of
Scorsese's movie-making, but also how
positive Scorsese was toward his actors,
being open to their ideas - while demand-
ing take after take. "He would say,
'Excellent,' get the actors motivated, and
shoot again and again," he said.

Fortunately, Tsukamoto was already in
character for the role. He had just finished
his own 2014 movie, "Fires on the Plain," a
brutally solemn and grotesque tale about
World War II ,  which he directed and
starred in as a near-starving soldier.

He got the guidance of a professional
Hollywood nutritionist to further lose
weight to play Mokichi, ending up some
22 pounds (10 kilograms) under his usual
weight. Throughout "Fires on the Plain,"
the soldiers are fighting nothing other
than their own hunger. They fear each
other as much as the enemy. The film car-
ried stunning references to cannibalism,
which some historians say really hap-
pened. That kind of no-holds-barred sto-
rytelling is signature Tsukamoto. Over the
decades, his scenes have abounded with
squirming maggots, metallic rock-
inspired banging, blood-sputtering beat-
ings, dizzyingly jagged camerawork and
masochistic but titillating erotica.

His Kafka-esque characters inhabit
sterile concrete apartments, lost in wind-
ing alleys, escalators and stairways, all
seemingly on the verge of collapsing, like
a stage set, into another darker reality.
And the language of his films juxtaposes
the obsessive and deranged with the
childlike and lyrical. Maggie Lee, film critic
for Variety, calls Tsukamoto "an eccentri-
cally versatile and sometimes visionary
director, who expanded international fan-
dom for Japanese horror before they'd
even heard of Sion Sono," referring to the
director of "Himizu" and "Cold Fish," who
also has a reputation as subversive and
fiercely independent.

Claustrophobic film
Tsukamoto shot to stardom with

"Tetsuo," which launched a prize-amass-
ing career in what he dubs "cult enter-
tainment," meaning that he strives for
fun, along with the experimental. Three
years ago, he won the lifetime achieve-
ment award at the Festival du Nouveau
Cinema at Montreal, which screened
"Fires on the Plain." The work is based on
an anti-war novel by Shohei Ooka, and
was made into a film in 1959, by Kon
Ichikawa. Tsukamoto had been planning
to make the film for two decades but
decided the time was now. He fears
Japan, peaceful after its defeat in World
War II, may be starting to forget the les-
sons of its past. He was determined to
make the film, even if it meant he had to
do it practically alone, he said, setting up
a camera in the jungle and then acting in
front of that camera.

His 2011 "Kotoko," which won the
Horizons award for innovative works at
the Venice International Film Festival, is a
more claustrophobic film, both poetic and
heart-breaking. Cocco, a Japanese pop
singer, is excellent as a fragile self-
destructive woman, tormented by her
hallucinatory fears of people around her,
as well as of the urge to murder her own
baby. Tsukamoto plays a novelist, who
becomes her lover and endures her beat-
ings to win her trust and help her over-
come her psychosis.

Tsukamoto said the March 11, 2011
earthquake, tsunami and nuclear disasters
in northeastern Japan gave special mean-
ing to "Kotoko," as he witnessed how
many mothers worried for the safety of
their children. "It is a world in which it has
become so difficult to protect those we
love," said Tsukamoto. He has many ideas
for his next movie, maybe a samurai film,
a genre he has never made, maybe ani-
mation, or a film about childhood. "Those
who must go to war are the children. And
we fear for our children," he said. — AP

Pussy Riot branches into 

theater at New York festival

Argentine folk singer Mercedes Sosa performing during a
concert in Quito, Ecuador.—AFP photos

This file photo shows singer Magos
Herrera attending the 3rd Annual
Cinema Tropical Awards at The New York
Times Headquarters in New York City. 

Russian activist Maria Alyokhina of Russian feminist
punk rock protest group Pussy Riot addressing the
crowd at the Glastonbury Festival in Somerset,
South West England.

Japan actor in Scorsese's 'Silence'
drawn to recurring theme

This undated image shows protagonist Jesuit Sebastiao Rodrigues, left, played
by Andrew Garfield, and Japanese villager Kichijiro played by Yosuke Kubozuka
in a scene from Martin Scorsese’s latest film Silence. — AP photos

This undated image distributed by 2016
FM Films, LLC, shows Japanese Christian
villager Mokichi, right, performed by
Japanese director Shinya Tsukamoto
and protagonist Portuguese Jesuit
Sebastiao Rodrigues, left, played by
Andrew Garfield in a scene from Martin
Scorsese’s latest film Silence.

Warren Beatty says Academy of Motion
Pictures President Cheryl Boone Isaacs
should "publicly clarify" what hap-

pened during Sunday night's best picture pres-
entation "as soon as possible." Beatty released a
statement Tuesday to The Associated Press in
which he declined to comment further on the
debacle that led to him and co-presenter Faye
Dunaway mistakenly reading "La La Land" as
best picture winner rather than "Moonlight."
Instead, he urged the academy to answer ques-
tions. "I feel it would be more appropriate for the
president of the Academy, Cheryl Boone Isaacs,

to publicly clarify what happened as soon as
possible," said Beatty. Representatives for the
academy didn't immediately comment Tuesday.
Since Sunday's broadcast, the academy has
largely left the explaining to PwC, the account-
ing firm that has taken the blame for the "La La
Land" mistakenly being read as the best picture
winner by Beatty and Faye Dunaway. PwC, which
is in charge of tabulating the winners, has said
partner Brian Cullinan mistakenly handed them
the wrong envelope.

The film academy didn't release a statement
of its own until late Monday. "We deeply regret

the mistakes that were made during the pres-
entation of the best picture category during
last night's Oscar ceremony," it read. "We apolo-
gize to the entire cast and crew of 'La La Land'
and 'Moonlight' whose experience was pro-
foundly altered by this error. We salute the
tremendous grace they displayed under the cir-
cumstances. To all involved? - ?including our
presenters Warren Beatty and Faye Dunaway,
the filmmakers, and our fans watching world-
wide? we apologize."

On Monday, the academy said it has spent
Sunday night and the following day "investigat-
ing the circumstances" and "will determine what
actions are appropriate going forward." Neither
PwC or the academy has commented on
whether Cullinan's use of social media was a fac-
tor in the error. The PwC partner tweeted a
behind-the-scenes photo of best-actress winner
Emma Stone moments before the best picture
announcement. The tweet was later deleted. As
per protocol, Cullinan and PwC colleague
Martha Ruiz toted briefcases to the awards via
the red carpet, each holding an identical set of
envelopes for the show's 24 categories. The
accountants are also supposed to memorize the
winners. During the telecast, the accountants
were stationed in the Dolby Theatre wings, one
stage left and one stage right, to give presenters
their category's envelope before they went on
stage. Most presenters entered stage right,
where Cullinan was posted and where he hand-
ed Beatty and Dunaway the errant envelope. Yet
the previous award, best actress, had been pre-
sented by Leonardo DiCaprio, who entered
stage left and received the envelope from Ruiz.
That left a duplicate, unopened envelope for
best actress at stage right. — AP

Beatty urges academy president
to clarify Oscar fiasco

‘La La Land’ producer Jordan Horowitz, left, presenter Warren Beatty, center, and host Jimmy
Kimmel right, look at an envelope announcing ‘Moonlight’ as best picture at the Oscars at the
Dolby Theatre in Los Angeles. — AP


